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In September 2017 Sarah Laing started the Froebel in Childhood Practice course     
at The University of Edinburgh.  In the spring of 2018 the practitioner team at 
Innerwick Early Years Setting identified block play as an area of practice requiring 
development.  An action plan for a small research project guided change.

Developing Froebelian Practice



The main aim of the block play project was that the changes should have a 
meaningful impact, resulting in an increase in 

creativity, self-activity and collaboration for children.

Of paramount importance was the development of Froebelian practice which 
would empower children to play and uphold their right to play.

Developing Froebelian Practice



Rationale for Change

Practitioners knew that children often played enthusiastically with blocks, 
though not on a daily basis.

Concerns about the display of blocks and the organisation of the block area 
informed a rationale for change:

 There was insufficient space for block play to happen
 There was little order to the display of blocks 
 The block area did not support children’s engagement and creativity 

The establishment of Froebelian practice would support change.



Cramped storage led to a lack of 
respect for blocks, neither children 
nor staff cared for them

The block area was too 
close to other resources



Over a six-week period: 

• Changes to the block area would address concerns
• Practitioners intended to develop Froebelian practice relating to                                                     

unity, freedom and symbolic representation
• Observation and photography would document changes in children’s 

creativity, collaboration and what they represented with blocks

Process of Change



To Froebel (1887: 135) Unity meant appreciating the whole of something 

and its parts equally, he believed educators should give “prominence to 

the ever-living unity that is in all things”.  

When applying Froebel’s philosophy, a well-considered display should 

show mathematical relationships between the blocks.  The display should 

develop children’s understanding of the blocks as a whole entity and give 

prominence to each individually shaped block.  

Froebel’s Principle of Unity



Seeing the whole display at the start of play, 

building with individual blocks and creating the 

whole again when finished, reinforced 

Froebel’s Principle of Unity.   

The new block display 
provided order and 

harmony



Coloured silhouettes supported 
self-selection and showed 
mathematical relationships



A larger area dedicated to blocks 
provided more space to play



Froebelians value free play with blocks, however, some rules should apply (Tovey, 2017).  

When developing a Froebelian approach to block play, rules were understood to be the 

guidance and free play the freedom.  

Within the setting children had the freedom to create and collaborate as they wished; 

transporting blocks was encouraged.  This interpretation of Froebel’s freedom

empowered children’s innate creativity and ability to collaborate.

The carefully designed display based on coloured silhouettes and block names, 

supported children’s self-selection.  Additionally it provided the guidance - children 

began to take great care when replacing blocks.  A caring and responsible attitude 

towards blocks soon became established.

Froebel’s Principle of Freedom with Guidance



Freedom to create and collaborate



Froebel’s Forms of Life, Beauty and Knowledge

Froebel believed that when children engage and build with blocks, 
they represent their inner understanding of life through their 
creations.  Froebel categorised three forms of representation: 
Life, Beauty and Knowledge (Tovey, 2017).



Forms of Life

Using the blocks to create and represent 
things and events in the world around them

B - “We are making a field”.                                                                             

L - “Yes and we’re having cows in the field”.                                            

B held up a triangle, “This is the tractor”.                                                        

B placed more triangle blocks next to the cubes

and said, 

“These are the jaggy bits to stop people 

stealing the animals”.



Forms of Beauty

Where the focus is on aesthetic aspects of 
pattern, order, symmetry and harmony

“I did the sides the 
same because I like 

symmetry”.



Forms of Knowledge

Exploring mathematical forms and scientific concepts 
such as shape, size, area, stability and balance

“I added these bricks there, so 
if the top bricks fall, it will 

keep them up”. 



Impact from Change

The changes to block play and the development of Froebelian practice 
impacted meaningfully upon children: 

• Children’s confidence and ability to symbolically represent ideas through 
blocks developed rapidly 

• Progression of building ability and representation of the Forms of Life, 
Beauty and Knowledge were most evident



Children’s creativity, self-activity and collaboration increased, so 

much so that by the end of the observation period these strengths 

were observed daily, whereas previously children had played with 

blocks intermittently and these strengths were not often observed    

by practitioners.



A was delighted that she had 
fitted the blocks in all by herself, 
she came to share her success 
with the adults.

Froebel’s (1887:55) opinion of play and what it 
provides children became most apparent:          
“it gives… freedom, contentment, inner and 

outer rest, peace with the world”.



Practitioners reflected upon the impact and 
concluded children had become highly engaged 
learners who now played with true intensity.



Impact to the learning environment was evident and self-reflection 
confirmed how successful the changes to practice had been.  The team 
concluded the work for this project had successfully raised the status of 

block play to the level of rich play.

Bruce (1992: 26) identifies that rich block play “develops when the adult 

acts as a powerful catalyst working hard to enable it”.



The practitioner taking time to introduce Froebel’s 
Gifts 5 and 6 in the way he had intended, as a whole 
and then as individual parts: emphasising Unity.

The practitioner’s experimentation of pattern, 
order and symmetry with Gift 5.  Developing an 

appreciation for the Forms of Beauty.

In summary, the biggest impact came from the practitioners 

and their commitment to enable transformational change.  
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